Adventures in Vocabulary
Task Cards

This center is designed to help you build fluency with your vocabulary words.

During this center you will complete activities that focus on your vocabulary words.

You do NOT have to complete all the task cards. However you are to continue working and complete as many task cards as you can in the time provided.
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Write a **FRIENDLY LETTER** using each of your vocabulary words.

Be sure that your letter has all the right parts in all the right places (*date, greeting, body, closing, signature*).

---
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Write a **SHORT FICTION STORY** using each of your vocabulary words.

Be sure to **UNDERLINE** or **CIRCLE** each vocabulary word.
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Create a **FLIPBOOK** using each of your vocabulary words.

Write the vocabulary word on the outside flap. Write the definition on the inside flap.

---
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Create a **WORD SEARCH** using each of your vocabulary words.

Visit one of the bookmarked Word Search websites on the classroom computer to create a word search puzzle or create one from scratch.
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Write a **POEM** using each of your vocabulary words.

Be sure to **UNDERLINE** or **CIRCLE** each vocabulary word.

---
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Write your vocabulary words in **ALPHABETIC (abc) ORDER**.

Then write your vocabulary words in **REVERSE ALPHABETIC (abc) ORDER**.
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Read this week’s reading selection. Write an **EXAMPLE SENTENCE** from the text for each of your vocabulary words.

Be sure to **UNDERLINE** or **CIRCLE** each vocabulary word.

---
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Illustrate a **PICTURE** that includes a representation of all your vocabulary words.

Be sure to include labels for each vocabulary word.
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Create a MATCHING GAME with each of your vocabulary words.

Retrieve an index card for each word. Cut the index cards in half. Now divide the cards evenly into two piles. On half the cards write the definition. On the other half write the vocabulary word. Place the cards face down on your work surface. Begin matching up the cards.
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Write a COMPLETE SENTENCE with each of your vocabulary words.

Circle the SUBJECT.
Underline the PREDICATE.
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